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Abstract There are real applications that do not demand
to classify or to make predictions about individual objects,
but to estimate some magnitude about a group of them. For
instance, one of these cases happen in sentiment analysis
and opinion mining. Some applications require to classify
opinions as positives or negatives, but there are also others,
even more useful sometimes, that just need an estimation of
which is the proportion of each class during a concrete pe-
riod of time. ”How many tweets about our new product were
positive yesterday?” Practitioners should apply quantifica-
tion algorithms to tackle this kind of problems, instead of
just using off-the-shelf classification methods because clas-
sifiers are suboptimal in the context of quantification tasks.
Unfortunately, quantification learning is still relatively an
under explored area in machine learning. The goal of this
paper is to show that quantification learning is an interesting
open problem. In order to support its benefits, we shall show
an application to analyze Twitter comments in which even
the most simple quantification methods outperform classifi-
cation approaches.

Keywords Sentiment Analysis · Opinion Mining ·
Quantification · Prevalence Estimation · Population Shift

1 Introduction

Several real-world problems demand effective automatic meth-
ods to estimate the class distribution of a sample. For in-
stance, in order to measure the success of a new product,
companies are interested on the overall consumers’ opinion
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and less about an individual consumer opinion. To answer
questions like how many clients are satisfied with our new
product?, we need effective algorithms focused on estimat-
ing the distribution of the classes. We can find other exam-
ples in problems aimed at tracking trends over time (Rak-
thanmanon et al, 2012), such as market and ecosystems evo-
lution (Beijbom et al, 2015), portfolio credit risk (Tasche,
2014), collective behavior in social networks (Milli et al,
2015), monitoring of support-call logs (Forman et al, 2006)
or any other kind of distribution summarization in general.
In these cases is sufficient to obtain estimations of the distri-
bution in order to properly plan strategies or policies. Such
global estimation is more relevant than classifying individ-
ual examples, especially when the number of such individual
predictions is huge, hindering their posterior analysis.

This learning problem, named as quantification (Forman,
2008), class probability estimation (González-Castro et al,
2013), or prevalence estimation (Latinne et al, 2001) de-
pending on the author, does not produce/require individual
predictions, but aggregated ones. Thus, quantification learn-
ing represents a new problem different than other supervised
learning tasks, like classification. First, the goal of quan-
tification learning is distinctly different than classification.
While in supervised classification the aim is to learn a model

h : X −→ {c1, . . . , cl}, (1)

being, X the input space to represent the individual exam-
ples and {c1, . . . , cl} the set of l possible classes, in quan-
tification the learning task is

h̄ : Xn −→ [0, 1]l, (2)

that is, given a set of instances, the model h̄ must return the
probability distribution of the classes. Obviously, the per-
formance measures also differ. While in classification tasks,
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one generally leverages evaluation metrics such as accuracy,
AUC, in quantification learning one is more interested in
comparing probability distributions or measuring the counts
outcome via mean absolute error or mean squared error as
done in regression.

Thus, in essence quantification problems are quite dif-
ferent than those that follow the classical classification set-
ting. Not only because the final goal is different, but also,
and more importantly, because the learning assumptions are
totally different. In classification learning it is generally as-
sumed that training data is independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) while this is not true by definition in the
case of quantification tasks. Maybe the most important prop-
erty of quantification learning is that the distribution of data
changes between training and testing phases. This is due to
the task definition itself. Ignoring this last characteristic will
lead to obtain poor models, or at least suboptimal solutions.

Despite these pressing applications of quantification learn-
ing, they generally remain under-explored. This is probably
due to several and different reasons. First, because practi-
tioners think that quantifying is not a difficult task, it seems
as simple as classifying and counting examples. If we build a
”good” classifier, then we will obtain ”good” prevalence es-
timations. But, there are better alternatives, algorithms that
are more precise, stable and robust than the Classify & Count
(CC) approach. However, the main reason for quantifica-
tion learning being ignored is that the majority of experts
in machine learning do not focus on quantification. For in-
stance, quantification methods are not included in any pub-
licly available machine learning library. Under such circum-
stances, it is hardly surprising that quantifiers are not being
used as much as they should.

The goals of this paper are twofold. First, to show that
quantification is not a byproduct of classification. Quantifi-
cation represents a different learning task that demands its
own learning methods. The main principles of quantification
learning will be described and we shall justify why the Clas-
sify & Count approach is an inappropriate solution. Second,
we shall show a concrete application, aimed at quantifying
Twitter comments, in which easy-to-implement quantifica-
tion techniques are much better than CC.

2 Quantification learning

To better understand quantification learning it is important
to establish its basic ideas. Fawcett and Flach (Fawcett and
Flach, 2005) proposed a taxonomy to classify learning prob-
lems according to the causal relationship between class la-
bels and covariates. The interest of this taxonomy is that
it determines the kind of changes in the distribution that a
particular task can suffer from. They distinguished two dif-
ferent kinds of problems: X → Y in which the class la-
bel is causally determined by the values of the covariates

and problems Y → X where the class label causally deter-
mines the covariates. The joint distribution of both P (x, y)

can be written as P (y|x)P (x) in X → Y problems and
P (x|y)P (y) in the case of problems Y → X . Quantifica-
tion falls in the second category, and its main learning as-
sumptions are that: 1) P (y) changes over the time (this is
the motivation of the problem), but 2) P (x|y) remains con-
stant. As we shall see, it is important to keep this in mind in
order to understand the ideas of the quantification learners
described below.

If we restrict ourselves to the simplest case, binary quan-
tification (l = 2), we have a training set with examples la-
beled as positives or negatives; formally, D = {(xi, yi) :

i = 1 . . . n}, in which xi is an object of the input space X
and yi ∈ Y = {−1,+1}. This dataset shows a specific dis-
tribution that can be summarized with the actual proportion
of positives or prevalence p. The learning goal is to obtain a
model able to predict the prevalence (p′ = P (y = +1)) of
another unlabeled sample that may show a markedly differ-
ent distribution of the classes. Thus, the input data is equiva-
lent to that of traditional classification problems, but the fo-
cus is on the estimated prevalence (p′) of the sample, rather
than on the class assigned to each individual example. No-
tice that we use p and p′ to identify the actual and estimated
prevalences of any sample.

3 Count & Adjust

Maybe the most relevant quantification method is the Ad-
justed Count (AC) algorithm proposed by Forman (2008).
Not only because it was one of the first methods proposed,
but especially because it is theoretically well founded and
justified why quantification algorithms are needed. The main
idea behind AC is to correct the estimate provided by a clas-
sifier, depending on its expected behavior characterized by
its true positive rate (tpr ) and false positive rate (fpr ). AC
follows a two-step procedure, both during the learning phase
and when predictions are made. To obtain the quantifier, first
AC trains a classifier and then estimates its tpr = TP/(TP+

FN) and fpr = FP/(TN +FP ) by means of a cross val-
idation over the training set. In order to predict the preva-
lence of a given unlabeled sample, AC counts the positive
predictions of the classifier over the examples in the sample
(i.e., like the CC method described previously) obtaining a
first estimate p′0, which is afterwards corrected using tpr and
fpr values.

This correction is based on the fact that the obtained esti-
mate p′0 can be expressed in function of the actual prevalence
p by means of tpr and fpr:

p′0(p) = p · tpr + (1− p) · fpr. (3)

That is, only the tpr fraction of the positives (p) will be per-
ceived as true positives by the classifier (tpr · p), but at the
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Fig. 1: Analysis of bias when the prevalence varies in
[0:0.05:1]. The diagonal represents the perfect quantifier.
The figure compares CC with the AC method. Each result
is the average of 100 sample sets with the same prevalence.
The bias of CC shows the expected behavior

same time the fpr fraction of the negatives (1 − p) will be
misclassified as false positives (fpr · (1 − p)). The sum of
both terms gives us the value p′0.

The first result of this relationship is that a better esti-
mate can be obtained given p′0, tpr and fpr, just isolating
p from the previous equation and computing its value to ob-
tain the proportion of positive examples p′ finally returned
by AC:

p′ =
p′0 − fpr
tpr − fpr

. (4)

Notice that theoretically AC should return perfect es-
timates p′, independently of the quality of the underlying
classifier, whenever P (x|y) remains constant and we per-
fectly estimate tpr and fpr values. If the within-class prob-
ability densities, P (x|y), do not change, this in turn ensures
that both classifier characteristics, tpr and fpr , are indepen-
dent of changes in class distribution, see Fawcett and Flach
(2005). However, in practice it happens that one of these two
aspects is not true. Usually the estimates of tpr and fpr are
not perfect, and maybe there are some variations in P (x|y).
Despite these aspects, AC improves the performance of CC
approach in all the studies published in the literature.

4 Why is Classify & Count a bad quantifier?

A second result that can be obtained from the relationship
between the prevalence estimation of a classifier and the ac-
tual prevalence (Equation 3), is that we can prove why CC
approach usually performs poorly. Of course, there is one

exception: if a perfect classifier can be obtained, then CC
will be also a perfect quantifier. But for the rest of situations,
which is the usual case in a real-world application, the per-
formance of CC approach tends to be poor, especially when
the distribution of the classes changes significantly.

The demonstration1 is based on the idea that CC will
give a perfect estimate for a particular prevalence, denoted
as p∗, and then we can study what happens when such preva-
lence changes. If CC correctly estimates the prevalence for
p∗, i.e., p′0(p∗) = p∗, then for a different prevalence p∗ +∆

with ∆ 6= 0, CC will not predict the correct prevalence:

p′0(p∗ +∆) = tpr · (p∗ +∆) + fpr · (1− (p∗ +∆))

= p′0(p∗) + (tpr − fpr) ·∆
= p∗ + (tpr − fpr) ·∆.

Notice that p′0(p∗ + ∆) = p∗ + ∆ only if tpr − fpr = 1,
which means that the underlying classifier is perfect (tpr =

1 and fpr = 0). Since usually the classifier is imperfect,
tpr − fpr < 1, if ∆ is positive, the estimate p′0 is less than
p∗+∆ , and if∆ is negative, the estimate is greater than p∗+
∆. An example of this behavior is illustrated in Figure 1. The
CC method correctly estimates the prevalence for p ≈ 0.58,
then CC underestimates the prevalence when it increases
and overestimates it when decreases.

5 Other quantification methods

Despite quantification learning not having been deeply stud-
ied yet, there are already a significant number of quantifi-
cation methods. Forman proposed several algorithms based
on threshold selection policies. These methods are based on
training a linear SVM classifier and to employ then a pos-
terior calibration of its threshold. The main difference be-
tween these methods is the threshold selection policy ap-
plied, aimed at alleviating some drawbacks of AC correct-
ing formula (Equation (4)) for certain cases. A key problem
related to the AC method is that its performance may de-
pend on the degree of imbalance in the training set, wors-
ening when the positive class is scarce. In such case, the
underlying classifier tends to minimize the false positive er-
rors, which usually implies a low tpr and a small denomi-
nator in Equation (4). This fact produces high vulnerability
to fluctuations in the estimation of tpr or fpr . For highly
imbalanced situations, the main intuition is that selecting a
threshold that allows more true positives, even at the cost
of many more false positives, can afford a better quantifi-
cation performance. The goal is to choose those thresholds
where the estimates of tpr and fpr have less variance or
where the denominator in Equation (4) is large enough to
be more resistant to estimation errors. As stated previously,
the performance of AC mainly depends on the quality of tpr

1 All the details can be found in (Forman, 2008)
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Fig. 2: Results for Sentiment140 dataset. The figure shows the actual prevalence p and the proportion estimated p′ by each
quantification method for each day. The prevalence of the training data is showed with a dotted line

and fpr estimations. Therefore, several policies can be con-
sidered, for instance, the X method chooses the threshold
where fpr equals 1− tpr , avoiding the tails of both curves.
Notwithstanding, the estimation of tpr and fpr can still dif-
fer significantly from the real values. Forman thus proposed
a more advanced method, Median Sweep (MS), based on es-
timating the prevalence for all possible thresholds, in order
to compute their median. The drawback of this approach is
that several estimations of tpr and fpr are required, one for
each threshold.

In (Bella et al, 2010) a probabilistic version of AC is de-
veloped. First the authors introduce a simple method called
Probability Average (PA), which is clearly aligned with CC.
The key difference is that the classifier learned is probabilis-
tic and the prevalence returned is computed as the average
of the probabilities for the positive class. As it might be ex-
pected, when the proportion of positives changes between
training and testing, then PA will underestimate or overesti-
mate it as CC does. These authors thus propose an enhanced
version of this method, called Scaled Probability Average
(SPA). Similarly to CC and AC, the first estimation obtained
by PA is corrected according to a simple scaling formula.

Finally, there are quantifiers based on traditional learn-
ing methods, like instance-based learning (Barranquero et al,
2013) or decision trees (Milli et al, 2013), but also using
more recent approaches, like ensembles Pérez-Gallego et al
(2017) and structured output learning (Esuli and Sebastiani,
2010, 2015; Barranquero et al, 2015). In particular (Bar-
ranquero et al, 2015) presents a method, called Q, based
on building a classifier that optimizes a loss function (Q-
measure), inspired in the popular F-measure, that combines
the classification and the quantification performance of the
model through a parameter β. One difficulty in implement-
ing this idea is that not all binary learners are capable of op-
timizing this kind of metric, because such loss functions are
not decomposable as a linear combination of the individual

errors. Hence, this approach requires a multivariate predic-
tion learning machine. However, the straightforward benefit
is that Q method addresses the quantification task from an
aggregated perspective, taking into account the performance
over complete samples, which seems more appropriate for
the problem in general.

6 Tracking consumers’ opinion

To prove the benefits of using quantification learning, we
tested several quantification algorithms in the context of sen-
timent analysis. Two different datasets were employed. The
first one, Sentiment140 (Go et al, 2009) is composed by
1, 600, 000 Twitter messages with emoticons collected in
the time period between April 6, 2009 to June 16, 2009.
The tweets were labeled using distant supervision, that is,
the emoticons serve as noisy labels. For example, :-) in a
tweet indicates that it contains a positive comment, while :-(
indicates that the tweet contains a negative sentiment. The
emoticons were used only for labeling purposes and were
removed from the description of the training examples af-
terwards.

The nice aspect of this dataset is that it allows us to per-
form a quite realistic experiment. We can train a quantifica-
tion model with the tweets form the first day and then try to
predict the prevalence of positive comments for the rest of
the period, tracking somehow consumers’ opinion. The re-
sults of such experiment are depicted in Figure 2. In order
to analyze the results it is important to take into account that
CC, AC, X and MS methods all use the same classifier, the
differences between them are the threshold applied (for X
and MS) and the correction made using Equation 4.

As we can observe, the estimations of CC are much worse
than those of proper quantification algorithms. Actually, the
problem is not very difficult from a quantification perspec-
tive because the prevalence of positive comments is quite
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Table 1: Absolute error for each method. The last rows show
the average and the average ranking

date CC AC X MS Q2
7-apr 7.6800 1.8900 1.9800 0.6200 0.5673
17-apr 8.8200 6.2000 6.6800 3.6900 6.4657
18-apr 8.7300 4.1300 2.2300 0.5100 3.2485
19-apr 8.4600 3.3800 1.3900 1.7300 2.1428
20-apr 8.9800 3.5500 3.1600 2.7900 1.8838
21-apr 8.5100 4.7200 4.1300 4.4000 4.0410
1-may 9.0100 3.8900 4.3100 2.6500 4.3069
2-may 8.7700 4.2400 2.4200 0.7700 4.2661
3-may 8.1600 2.2800 1.2500 0.3000 1.6982
4-may 8.1800 2.6900 0.3600 0.7600 0.7178
9-may 8.3000 1.5100 0.4100 0.7500 0.8277
10-may 8.8800 5.1700 4.7800 3.3100 3.6506
11-may 7.6400 0.4800 1.2100 1.7400 0.7168
13-may 6.8400 3.8500 5.0500 5.1900 6.3184
14-may 8.5400 3.1900 1.6400 2.7000 1.0217
16-may 8.5600 3.0900 2.1200 0.3300 3.2126
17-may 5.1600 4.1800 2.5700 1.7800 3.0788
18-may 5.1700 2.6400 2.1000 3.0900 1.7585
21-may 5.1600 2.1100 2.4100 4.0300 1.4508
22-may 5.5400 4.9800 5.2500 6.6500 5.0246
23-may 8.8800 1.1200 1.1200 2.6800 7.8177
25-may 13.6100 15.7100 1.4400 9.9800 7.5200
26-may 8.2000 4.5100 3.8800 4.4100 3.8420
27-may 10.4600 5.3300 3.7200 6.5300 2.7944
28-may 7.0400 3.8900 4.3500 4.0800 3.7617
29-may 8.3000 5.5600 4.9500 4.5600 5.0853
30-may 6.1500 3.1900 0.6400 2.3200 2.1324
31-may 6.8800 4.1400 2.3500 0.0200 3.2249
1-jun 7.3500 2.7600 1.8700 0.8400 1.7843
2-jun 6.8600 2.3900 1.9100 0.8100 1.4224
3-jun 6.1700 2.2900 1.4800 0.8900 0.6697
4-jun 7.1400 2.2000 1.0300 2.6000 0.1329
5-jun 8.3500 5.3600 4.1500 3.0300 4.9808
6-jun 6.9100 3.1700 1.3100 1.4100 2.2472
7-jun 7.5200 4.0400 1.7600 0.2600 2.8390
14-jun 6.6200 0.5100 0.6100 1.9800 1.4863
15-jun 7.6700 1.8200 0.1400 0.7600 0.8091
16-jun 21.2500 1.3800 0.8200 1.5400 0.1555
Avg. 8.1697 3.6195 2.4468 2.5392 2.8712
Avg. rank 4.9474 3.2500 2.2237 2.3158 2.2632

constant and similar to the one of the training data; let us
recall that those are the perfect conditions for CC. Despite
this fact, the performance of CC can be easily improved us-
ing any quantification method, for instance, methods X and
Q (with β = 2) offer better estimations than CC for all the
days of the period, while AC and MS output a worse predic-
tion than CC for just one day each. Notice that for the day
with the greatest shift in the prevalence of positive opinions
(the last day it drops to 0.35), the prediction made by CC is
quite poor, showing the kind of behavior that was discussed
before in Figure 2.

The same results are shown numerically in Table 1. In
the last row we can see the average ranking of each algo-

Table 2: Mean absolute error for each quantification method
and prevalence over the STS-gold dataset. In the bottom the
average ranking. The differences between AC and CC are
statistically significant applying a Friedman-Nemenyi test
(p− value = 0.05)

p CC AC X MS Q2
0.0 12.6200 0.8955 0.2703 1.1070 0.5787
0.1 8.1310 1.8650 2.5010 3.7200 2.2729
0.2 3.8240 2.7980 3.4780 4.2850 2.8929
0.3 1.0990 2.1970 2.9040 3.8970 2.3139
0.4 4.5480 3.1120 3.3400 3.9010 3.8717
0.5 8.8600 4.0770 3.5630 5.7000 4.8445
0.6 14.0400 3.6880 5.0650 2.7770 4.1483
0.7 17.4100 4.2180 5.7480 4.0840 5.7662
0.8 21.9700 4.1000 5.6820 3.7230 6.3985
0.9 25.5000 4.2690 4.8030 4.8200 5.9561
1.0 30.3800 2.3570 4.5260 1.4990 3.0486
Avg. 13.4893 3.0524 3.8073 3.5921 3.8266
Avg. rank 4.5455 1.7273 2.7273 3.0000 3.0000

rithm. It is remarkable that all proper quantifiers (AC, X, MS
and Q2) are significantly better (p− value = 0.01) than CC
using a Friedman-Nemenyi test Garcia and Herrera (2008).

The second dataset, taken from (Saif et al, 2013), has
2034 tweets labeled manually by three annotators that agreed
on their sentiment labels (positive/negative). The positive
class has a prevalence of 0.31. This experiment was less
realistic because the dataset is smaller and does not con-
tain any temporal information, thus we performed a typical
cross validation experiment. For each testing fold, we gener-
ated 11 different samples, with the prevalence varying from
0.0 to 1.0. Table 2 shows the mean absolute error (MAE)
scores for each prevalence. Again the performance of CC is
worse than that of quantification methods. Noteworthy, the
results of CC are very good when the prevalence (0.3) is
similar to the one observed in the training set, but they are
rather poor when the prevalence is significantly different.
The worse results are in the two extremes.

7 Conclusions

Quantification is an interesting learning task not only be-
cause theoretically presents challenging properties from a
conceptual point of view, but also because it can be ap-
plied to tackle quite important real-world problems. Unfor-
tunately, we do think that quantification learning has not re-
ceived the attention that deserves from the community. We
hope that in a near future more researchers will contribute
to this field and quantification methods will be applied for
those applications that requiere to estimate the class distri-
bution of samples.
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